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The objectives of this study are:

Determine and compare the relative costs of
producing Grade A milk in the Portland, Oregon and Boise,
Idaho areas for the year 1964.

Determine by analysis the extent of inefficiencies
in milk production and whether adjustments can be made.

Determine adjustments and investments needed to
change from producing non-Grade A milk to Grade A production
and the economic feasibility of such a change under varying
conditions.

Determine why dairy farmers have quit dairying in
recent years in Oregon.

Thirty dairymen in each of the Portland and Boise areas
were interviewed.

Their dairy operations were analyzed and

compared with each other.

Comparisons were also made among

herd sizes, feeding systems, and breed of cows in an attempt
to determine reasons for differences which were found to
exist.

Results showed that Boise dairymen had advantages over
Portland dairymen in higher milk production per cow, lower
labor costs, and higher prices received for cull cows and
young stock.
price.

Portland dairymen received a higher milk

Some 30% of the dairymen interviewed in the Portland

area and 59% in the Boise area had more total receipts than
expenses.

In general, dairymen with larger herd sizes have a
potentially greater net
than

return to the factors

those with smaller herd sizes.

of production

Dairymen feeding pas-

ture had significantly less total feed costs per cow than
dairymen whose caws received no pasture.

No significant

differences in expenses or receipts were found which could
be specifically attributable to breed of cows.
The production of milk and butterfat per cow was the
most important factor in the profitability of dairying.
Other factors exerting considerable influence were herd
size and efficiency in the use of feed and labor.
Many

non-Grade

A dairymen in Oregon considering up-

grading facilities to meet Grade A standards can pay off
the entire cost of upgrading within two or three years time
from the increase in milk price.

The feasibility of up-

grading is proportional to herd size, milk production per

cow, and price spread between Grade A and non-Grade A milk.
Questionnaires were sent to 497 ex-dairymen in Oregon
to determine their reasons for leaving dairying.

Some 377.

of those whose questionnaires

were analyzed, indicated they

quit because of factors somewhat beyond their control such
as age, health, or natural disaster.

they left dairying

mainly because

high production costs

Another 28% indicated

of low milk price and/or

("cost-price squeeze).
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE COSTS OF PRODUCING GRADE A MILK
IN THE PORTLAND, OREGON AND BOISE, IDAHO AREAS
I INTRODUCTION

Dairymen in Oregon are facing several problems which
have significant economic implications. Their numbers

are declining rapidly; some of their input costs have
risen; the average price for milk has declined from recent
levels; milk shipments from out-of-state have captured an

increasing part of their market.
In October,

1963, there

were

1401 Grade

ducers in the Oregon Grade A milk pool.

A milk pro-

Two years later,

the number had dwindled to 1183, a decline of 15.67. (5,

vol. 2, no. 12).

The number of dairy cows and heifers, two years old
and over, declined

337. from 1955-64, as shown in table 1,

while milk production per cow increased 207. in
period.

the same

Oregon milk production, which reached an all-time

high in 1942 with 1.45 billion pounds, has decreased grad-

ually until in 1964, only 1.00 billion pounds were produced.
Some input prices to dairymen have increased. Hired
wage rates in Oregon on a monthly basis, with house, have
increased 327. from 1955-64 (11). Personal property taxes
per farm have

increased 56%

during the same period (8).

Prices of hay and concentrates for dairy animals, however,

have decreased *lightly in Oregon during the same ten year
period (9).
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TABLE 1.

COW NUMB

S AND PRODUCTION, OREGON 1955-64k

Milk
2 yrs EA over produc-

Cow numbers

es of Jan 1,
(thousands)
1.955

1956
1.957
1.958

1959
1.960

1961
1962
1963
1964
A.

233
214
201
191
183
181
177
170
163
156

Source:

Butter-

tion

per cow

(lbs,)

(lbs.)

per cow
6100
6300
6450
6700
6770
7060
7140
7240
7250
7310

Total
production on

fat

268
274
281
288
288

300
300
300
301
303

farms
UtE

4.39
4.35
4.36
4.30
4.25
4.25
4.20
4.14
4.15
4.15

(mill ion

Lb)
1.208

1166
1135
1126
1110
1144
1121
1108
1044
1001

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (12).

The average price received for milk by Oregon
Grade A dairymen from 1961-64 was $4.88 per hundred-

weight, while the average price for the ten years
previous to 1961 was $5.59 per hundredweight (10).
That Oregon dairymen have been affected by a squeeze
between input costs and product prices will be

apparent in chapter V of this thesis where consideration is given to dairymen who have quit dairying.
Large quantities of fluid milk are imported into
Oregon from neighboring states. In 1964, 7.17. of the
total fluid milk entering Oregon's market area Il came
1. Market area I includes all Oregon counties except
Curry, Malheur, and Harney.
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from non pooled out-of-state producers (5, vol. 2).
In 1965, the amount rose to 9.37..

In light of the conditions outlined, pertinent
questions to be answered are these: (1) Why are so
many dairymen leaving the industry? (2) What is the
actual margin between production costs and total receipts for Grade A dairying?

(3) Do methods exist

whereby dairymen can economize and increase their
production efficiency? (4) Do dairymen in Malheur
county and western Idaho have a comparative advantage
in producing milk for Oregon markets? The research
reported in this

thesis will

attempt to

answer these

questions.

e tive ad e hod
The objectives of this study are as follows:

(1) Determine and compare the relative costs of producing Grade A milk in the Portland, Oregon and Boise,
Idaho areas for the year 1964. (2) Determine by analysis
the extent of inefficiencies in milk production on individual farms and whether adjustments can be made. (3)
Determine adjustments and investments needed to change
from producing non-Grade A milk to Grade A production
and the economic feasibility of such
varying conditions.

a

change under

(4) Determine why dairy farmers
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have quit dairying in recent years in Oregon.
These objectives pose at least three different
approaches to the considered problems of dairying in
Oregon.

When brought together, a somewhat complete

picture of the forces facing the dairymen may be seen.

To meet objectives one and two, 30 Grade A milk pro-

ducers in each indicated area were

interviewed and

dairy
operation was Obtained. The sample included dairy.
men of all size groups in each of the two geographical
information concerning each producer's complete

areas.

Thus, in addition to making comparisons of the

two areas, a comparison of size groups within each area

is possible.
Objective number three, that of determining the

feasibility of upgrading facilities to meet Grade A requirements, was met by isolating the conditions under
which a change could be considered. Several "typical"
non-Grade A producers were interviewed.

Formulas were

devised to determine the number of years required to
pay for costs of shifting to Grade A from the expected
increase in milk price. Chapter IV considers this
objective.
Objective number four has been approached by
obtaining the names of 497 dairymen who have stopped

dairying in recent years. A questionnaire concerning
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their reasons for leaving dairying was mailed to each
of them. Their answers to the questionnaire serve as
the basis for analyzing the trend toward leaving the
dairy industry as discussed in chapter V.
Population Defined and Sampling Metho4

The population from which a sample was drawn con-

sists of Grade A producers in six counties around
Portland, Oregon and five counties around Boise, Idaho.
The counties were chosen because of their proximity and
importance in supplying milk to these major cities.
The six Oregon counties around Portland include Clackamas.
Columbia, Marion, Multnomah, Washington, and Yamhill.

The five counties near Boise include Ada, Canyon, Gem,
and Payette in Idaho and Malheur county in Oregon. The
population was broken into sub-populations which will
be referred to as

the Portland area and the Boise area.

Excluded from both sub-populations were the following:

producer-distributors, producers who quit dairy-

ing prior to July 1965, and producers who, through
mergers or other unusual transactions, would distort
this study.
The total population includes 544 producers, with
388 producers in the Portland area and 156 producers in

the Boise area. Thirty producers in each
chosen for the sample.

area were

6

In considering the sample to be drawn, an attempt
was made to insure that all herd sizes were included
and still maintain a random sample.

Consequently, a

stratified random sample was taken in each study area.
Producers in each area were ranked by size of herd.
Producers were then grouped into strata by herd size.

A random sample was then taken from each stratum.

The

probability of each producer being picked for the sample
was approximately equal for all producers within each
study area.

As herd size increased, however, the proba-

bility of being picked for the sample was slightly increased.

Consequently, the average size of herd for

the total sample was slightly greater than the average
for the population.

The sample size for each area was based on the
desired precision and the time and funds available for
conducting interviews.

One large dairy in the Boise area was dropped from
the analysis due to its extreme size and because
information concerning it was unavailable.

complete

Thus, the

analyses in this study are based on 29 dairies in the
Boise area and 30 dairies in the Portland area.
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II CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

Before a detailed analysis can be made of costs
and receipts in a dairy enterprise, certain characteristics of the enterprise must be determined.

Dairy-

men's opinions and preferences are many and varied with
regard to breed of cows, milking facilities, feeding
practises, use of hired labor, raising replacements,

and the like.
producti9n and 4reed

Milk production

in the Boise area was 971 pounds

per cow more than in the Portland area (see table 2).

percentage was higher in Portland,
total pounds of fat was 14 pounds per cow higher in
Though the butterfat

Boise.
Table 2 also shows the breed tendency
areas.

in the

two

Boise producers had a much higher percentage

of Holsteins in their herds which tend to be high milk
producing animals compared to the other breeds.
in the two

areas, 25%

With-

of the producers in the sample

had mixed herds while the

remaining

herds were composed

of a single breed.

The average herd size was 61 cows in both areas.
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TABLE 2.

HERD SIZE, PRODUCTION PER COW, AND BREED
PORTLAND AND BOISE, 1964

Average herd size (no. cows)
Production per cow
Pounds milk

Pounds 47. E.C.M.A

Pounds buttexfat
Average

Portland

Boise

61

61

9,788
10,067

10,759
10,668

4.19

3.94

48

73
9
18

410

butterfat test (%)

Breed of cows
Holsteins (% of cows
Guernseys (% of cows
Jerseys (% of cows)
A.

18
34

424

Most of the effect of a difference in the butterfat
test can be taken away by placing milk on an energy

equivalent basis as done here. Energy corrected
milk is computed as follows: Pounds 47. E.C.M.
(total pounds milk X 0.39) + (total pounds butterfat X 15.25). This formula was derived by

Richardson (75;4.57).

Replacement Raising

A practise common in both areas of the study was
breeding first calf
Angus).

heifers to

beef bulls (normally

This practise was found to be especially prev-

alent among

dairymen having Jersey and Guernsey herds.

A few dairymen stated that all their cows were bred to
beef bulls except those cows from which they wanted a
replacement heifer or bull.

The crossbred

calves which

resulted have been known to bring a higher price when
sold for slaughter.
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Practically all dairymen in the
all of their calves

at birth

Portland area sold

except those which were to

be kept for replacement purposes or eating. The average
number of older calves and heifers per farm sold by
Boise dairymen was seven (compared to only one in
Portland).

At least five dairymen killed their bull

calves at birth rather than spend time and

expense in

taking them to an auction to be sold.

Dairymen In the study estimated they raised 87%

of their replacements.
L afina Sheds and Milking FacUittes
Seven producers in the Portland area had individual
loafing stalls, 18 had loose type Loafing sheds, and 5
had no shelter

for their cows.

In Boise, 2 dairymen

had individual loafing stalls, 24 had loose type housing,
and 3 herds were without shelter.

Of the 30 and 29 dairies in Portland and Boise,
respectively, milking parlors were used by 17 dairymen in Portland and 20 dairymen in Boise.

Pipeline

systems were used by 18 Portland producers and 25 Boise

Only one milk producer in the study did
bulk tank cooler.

producers.
have a

not
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Capital Investment

Table 3 shows the average investment in items
making up the total dairy enterprise for farms in each

area. Boise dairymen had 71. more total dairy investment than did Portland.

Investment in livestock ac-

counted for 487. of the total investment in Portland
and 51% of the total in Boise.

Investment in buildings

and improvements was next in importance in both areas,
amounting to 29% of the total for Portland and 20% for
Boise.

The total land acreage per farm in the study was
179 acres in Portland and 120 acres in Boise.

total cropable land was 72%
acreage in

Portland and

The

and 65% of the total

Boise, respectively.

land
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TABLE 3.

DIRECT INVESTMENT IN DAIRY

ENTERPRISE, PORTLAND AND BOISE, 1964

Boise
Portland
Per farm Per cow Per farm Per cow
(S)
(4)
(S)
(S)
DairysteadA

515

9

614

10

12,114
5,067
19,770

Feed,/

8,781
6,524
22,869

,420.1

200
83
326
65

144

Dairy equipment

_ALkill

921

Buildings &

improvements

Dairy livestock
Total

B.

la 4, j

as

44;433

107
375

Only that land with dairy buildings, corrals, and
equipment was charged to the dairy enterprise.
Al]. other land, including pasture, may be charged
to feed costs or other enterprises.
Investment in feed includes the average value of
hay and silage on hand during the year.

Dairy Labor
Table 4 has been constructed to show the relative
hours of labor used for various

operations in dairying

in the two study areas. On the average, Boise operators
spent two hours less per day with the dairy enterprise
than did the Portland operators, leaving more time for
other interests. Milking time per cow for the year was
15% less for Boise than Portland. Time spent with dairy
operations other than milking or working with replacements was 26% less for Boise than Portland.

Total time

spent with the dairy enterprise for the year was 93.9

and 79.2 hours per cow for Portland and Boise, respecttm4
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TABLE 4.

SOURCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF DAIRY LABOR,
PORTLAND AND BOISE, 1964
o r
or

Source
Operator
Hired
FamilyA
Total

er da
n
Bo se

H r
Port

.er

ow .er

ear

36.5
23.7

8.0
5.2

4.0

48.1
31.4

TR

1377
.342

04

Distribution
Milking timeB
Outside

7.2

6.4

43.3

38.0

operation 8C

7.0

5.4

42.3

32.4

1.4

1.5

8.3

8.8

Replacement
time

6.1.

Other than operator
Includes cleaning milk barn and milk equipment in
addition to milking cows.
Includes preparing concentrates, feeding, hospital
work, breeding, building and equipment maintenance,
general cleanup, record keeping, buying, selling,
and miscellaneous Jobs. Excluded are hours spent
producing feed and preparing pasture.
FeedXng Practises

The feeding practises differ in many respects
between

the

two study areas.

Many dairymen in the study

have found that large acreage is not necessary to support
a dairy herd. The relative importance of different feeds
is shown in table 5.
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TABLE 5.

QUANTITY OF FEED PER COW, BY TYPE,
PORTLAND AND BOISE, 1964

Portland
(per cow)
Hay (tons)
Silage (tons)
Concentrate (tons)A
Pasture (montha)B
T.D.N. equivalent (tons)C

Boise
(per cow)

2.64
6.39
1.75

4.56
6.98
1.50
3.3
5.61

5.8
5.28

Only 16 aairymen in Portland and 17 dairymen in
Boise were able to give the tons of concentrate
fed.
The figures presented assume the remaining
dairymen in each area fed concentrates at the
same rate as those who had figures available.
This assumption is substantiated by the relative
costs for concentrate given in table 6.
Pasture months figures include all cows whether
on pasture or not.
Total digestable nutrients were hay, 52%; silage,
18%; and concentrates, 78%.
See Morrison (3, App.
Table I). For pasture, T.D.N. is based on 16
pounds per day for a 1000 pound cow.
NOTE: Figures given throughout this thesis reflect the
dairy enterprise which includes all dairy animals.

To facilitate analysis, these figures are divided

by cow numbers or lbs. of 4% E.C.M. The quantities
shown do not indicate the exact quantities of feed
each milk producing cow consumed. Therefore limitation exist in the use of the data without correct
interpretation.
Paffitur

Twelve dairymen in the study did not pasture
cows.

Eleven of these were in the Boise area.

their

During

1964, Portland dairymen, who pastured their cows, averaged six months of pasture.

Boise dairymen were able

to pasture their cows for five months.

In addition to

letting their cows graze part of the year, ten Portland
producers and three Boise producers chose to take pasture to their cows in the form of greenchopped feed.
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Hu.
All dairymen in the study fed hay to their cows.
Of the 59 dairymen, all except two fed alfalfa hay,

though other types of hay were fed also. The dairymen
in Portland estimated they raised 70% of hay fed while
the Boise dairy-men raised 53% of their hay.

Portland

producers fed 1.92 tons less hay per cow than Boise
producers.

Concen,trates
All dairymen in the study fed concentrates to
their cows with Portland dairymen feeding one-fourth
ton per cow more than Boise dairymen.

It was reported

that the concentrates fed normally ranged between 12
and 16 per cent protein in both areas.

Of the total

concentrates, Boise dairymen were noted to feed less
commercially mixed concentrates than Portland dairymen.
About 757. of dairymen in each area fed concentrates

according to the individual cow's production.

producing cows were

given more

High

concentrates than low

producers.

Silage
Twenty-four dairymen in the Portland area sample,
fed silage to their cows.

Of this number, nine fed

15

corn silage. Other types of silage such as alfalfa,
grass, clover, or mixtures of these were also fed.
Twenty-six dairymen in the Boise area fed silage as
a part of the ration. Corn silage was fed by each
dairyman feeding silage. Portland dairymen fed 0.59
tons.of silage per cow less than Boise dairymen. The
length of the silage feeding period of eight months was
essentially the same in both areas.
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III ANALYSIS OF DAIRY COSTS AND RECEIPTS
BETWEEN AND WITHIN THE STUDY AREAS
Components of

Only those costs which

Dairy

Costs

are attributable to the

dairy enterprise are considered in this study.

The

dairy enterprise includes cows, both milking and dry;
replacement heifers and bulls; and dairy calves which
are kept for feeding to slaughter.

Care should be used

in considering the comparisons made in this chapter, since
individual farms vary in the proportion of replacement
stock to milk producing cows.
,Feed Costs

Feed costs include hay, silage, concentrates,

pasture, and miscellaneous

feeds such as minerals, calf

starter, and the value of milk fed to calves.

The charge

for feed produced by the dairymen themselves was the
value of the feed had it been sold on the market instead
of being fed to their dairy animals.
the

actual

For purchased feed,

purchase price was used.

The average hay price was $25.38 per ton in the
Portland area and $25.55 in the Boise area.

The average

price for silage was $7.96 and $7.28 per ton for
Portland and Boise, respectively.

A charge for pasture

was based on the going rental charge for various ages
of dairy cattle and was computed in terms of price
per head per month on pasture.

Pasture charges were

17

$4.00 for cows, $3.20 for replacements over one year,
and $2.00 for replacements under one year of age.
J.,abor Costs

Three categories of labor costs are chargeable to
the dairy enterprise.

and hired labor.

These include operator, family,

The hired wage includes the value of

house, meals, meat, and milk, where applicable.

Family labor charge was based on two criteria:
its quality, and the charge for hired labor to replace
it.

The charge for the operator's labor was based on
$4800 per year multiplied by the proportion of time the
operator spent with the dairy enterprise.

Fixed Costs
Fixed costs

include depreciation of buildings and

equipment, interest on average capital invested, repairs,
taxes, and

insurance.

The imputed interest charge was 5.57. of the

age capital invested in the dairy enterprise
year.

aver-

for the

This rate is based on the current opportunity

cost for capital (a

minimum of 4.57.) and the normal rate

charged for short, intermediate, and long term loans to
farmers.

The rate charged for capital was a compromise

among these criteria.

No other interest charges were

18

made since the above charge includes all interest
costs.

v Purchases

Purchases of livestock are included in expenses
while livestock sales and net livestock inventory
In order to accu-

change are included in receipts.

rately compare one farm with another, both receipts
and expenses must be considered at the same time.
It would be unrealistic to

compare expenses of two

dairies, one of which had a large purchase of livestock.
Other charges included in expenses which need no
explanation

are

breeding,

veterinary, milk hauling,

miscellaneous factory and association charges, utilities, tractor

fuel, bedding, and dairy supplies (see

table 6).

Components of Dairy

Receipts

The largest source of returns from the dairy

enterprise is milk sales. Saleable milk kept for the
home, the hired workers, or for feeding to calves was
given the same value per hundredweight as milk sold
and was included in receipts.

Another source of receipts attributable to the
dairy is sales of dairy livestock.

The importance of

19

this source of receipts varies greatly from dairyman

to dairyman and is

dependent upon culling practises

and desired size of herd.

killed for home

The value of dairy animals

consumption was

included in livestock

sales.

A value for manure produced by the dairy herd
was computed.

This figure was based on (1) the amount

of usable elements contained in the manure (see Morrison,
p. 564-573); (2) the value of these

elements using

1964 prices; and (3) the proportion of manure actually
spread on the fields in usable form.

Under these three

criteria, manure value per animal per year is $11.16
for a mature cow, $6.15 for a heifer whose average age
is 18 months, and $3.90 for a six months old calf.

Dividends, rebates, and refunds attributable to
the dairy enterprise and creditable to the year 1964
were included in receipts.

Most dairymen in the study added to their livestock numbers during 1964.

The value of this net addi-

tion appears as a receipt.

General Comparison, of Costs. Receietq,
and Net Dairy Income

A comparison of various costs and receipts attributable to the dairy enterprise between the two study
areas will be developed in this section.

Since the

20

average herd size is the same in both areas,
ence

in

any

differ-

costs and receipts between the two areas is

due to factors other than herd size.

The breed effect

is reduced by presenting the cost and receipt figures
on a 4% energy equivalent basis per hundredweight

mil0

pairv Expenses
Total dairy expenses for the Portland and Boise
areas are almost identical on a per farm and per cow
basis.

However, higher production of energy equivalent

milk by

Boise dairymen results in lower costs per cwt.

E.C.M.

Total dairy costs per farm were $34,755 in

Portland and $34,779 in Boise.

Table 6 shows the impor-

tance of various costs attributable to dairying for the
two areas.

These costs will now be considered.

Feed Costs

Hay costs for Boise dairymen are higher, since they
fed 1.9 tons more hay per cow than did Portland dairymen (see table 5).

Since the difference in price of

hay per ton is insignificant, practically all of the
difference in hay cost is attributable to the quantity
fed per cow.
2.

Pounds 47. energy corrected milk (E.C.M.) = (0.39 X
pounds milk) + (15.25 X pounds butterfat). See
Richardson (70 p. 57).
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TABLE 6.

DAIRY EXPENSES BY TYPE OF EXPENSE,
PORTLAND AND BOISE, 1964

Portland
$ per cwt.
$ per cow 47 E.C.M.
Feed costs
Hay
Silage
Concentrates
Pasture
Other
Total feed
Labor costs
Hired

FamilyA

Operator
Total labor

69
49
115

31

...lit
278
37
16

iti

Boise

$ per cwt.
per cow 4% E.C.M.
117
51
101
21

1.09
.48
.95
.20

2776

1W7

14.7/11

.36
.16
.62

28
20

.26
.19

.68
.49

1.14
.31
.14

T7UT

707

45

Ag.
.87

18

40

.17
.38

5
6

.05
.05

rs

Fixed costs

DepreciationB
Interest
Repaits
Taxes
Insurance
Total fixed

Purchases
Livestock
Supplies
Bedding
Tractor fuelC
Utilities

20
38
9
8
6

.20
.37
.09
.08

medicine
BreedingE

TOTAL DAIRY
COSTS
Note:

Az

42

.39
.08
.05
.06
.06

tag

20
9
3
6
6

.20
.09
.03
.06
.06

20
25

.20
.24

6

.06
.04

7

4

6

.06
.06

573

5.69

570

5.34

Other

Factory costsp
Milk hauling
Vet, and

4

Trr

Footnotes on following

page

8
6
5
7
8

19

.67

.07
.18
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Boise dairymen also fed 0.6 tons more silage per
cow than did Portland dairymen, but this difference is
partially offset by the difference in the price per ton
of silage in the two areas.

The price of corn silage

averaged $8.70 in Portland and $7.30 in Boise.

Also,

most Portland dairymen used alfalfa, clover, or grass
silage at a price of $8 per ton on the average.

Portland producers fed 500 pounds more concentrates
per cow than Boise producers.

for the difference in

This, in itself, accounts

costs of concentrate between the

two areas.

Higher pasture costs are shown for Portland than

(1) eleven Boise dairymen did not pasture
while only one Portland dairyman did not

Boise because
their cows

provide pasture, and (2) dairy cows in the Portland area
were on pasture one month longer during the season than
their counterparts in the Boise area.

A major factor causing higher feed costs per cow
in

Boise is that

Boise cows supported a greater number

of replacements than the Portland cows.

discussed

This point is

later in this chapter.

Excluding operator.
Building and equipment depreciation only.
Includes a small charge for use of equipment not
inventoried.
Includes producers association dues, selling costs,
administration and
ing, registration of cows, inspection charges,
D.H.I.A., and Grade A license.
Includes only artificial breeding charges.

audit, state dairy levies, pool-
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An item accounting for a small portion of the
difference in total feed costs per cow in the two study
areas is the breed of cows.

Boise dairymen had 257.

more Holstein cows than did Portland dairymen.

Holstein cows average 200 to 300 pounds heavier in body
weight than the other breeds and require about onefourth ton more total digestible nutrients per year for

body maintenance

(see Morrison, 3, p. 1087).

maintenance cost for
ing for very little

The extra

Holsteins is less than $4, account.
of the difference in cost of feed

for the two areas.

Feed costs are by far the
dairying.

Portland

largest expense

item in

They amount to 487. of total dairy costs in

and 527. in Boise.

Labor. Costs,

The production of milk usually is characterized
as requiring large quantities of labor.

Rising wage

rates and hence higher labor costs have forced some
dairymen to install labor-saving systems.

Such In-

vestments normally enable a dairyman to handle a larger
herd size without

changing the

labor input.

Labor costs accounted for 20% of total dairy

costs in Portland and 167. in Boise. Table 6 compares
the labor costs in the two study areas.
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The difference in total labor costs is due to the

difference in total

number of hours spent with the

dairy enterprise, plus the fact that family labor
(which is less costly) in Boise comprised a greater
proportion of the total labor force than in Portland.

The 297 larger investment in dairy equipment in
Boise suggest more modern

labor-saving facilities for

milk production.

Little difference is noted in wage rates for the
operator, his family, or the hired persons between the
two areas.

For Portland and Boise respectively, the

labor charges per hour are:

$1.29 and $1.24 for the

operator, $1.09 and $1.05 for family labor,

and

$1.17

and $1.17 for hired labor.

Fixed 04irv Costs

Table 6 indicates that total fixed costs are
slightly leas for Boise dairymen than for Portland
dairymen.

Insurance charges for Portland dairymen

are more than double those of Boise.

Other items

making up fixed costs vary but little between the
two areas, but their cumulative value accounts for
the $9 per cow advantage in the Boise area.
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Dairy

Purchases

Dairy farmers characteristically have a

high

turnover of livestock, especially those dairymen who
choose to cull heavily.

As a result, livestock pur-

chased required a sizeable outlay amounting to $20
per cow in Portland and $42 per cow in Boise.
rates were the

Culling

same in each area but more Boise dairy-

men increased their herd size during 1964, thus accounting for

the

difference in livestock purchases.

Bedding costs in Boise

were almost double those

The difference may be affected by the

in Portland.

fact that only two dairymen in Boise compared

to seven

dairymen in Portland had individual loafing stalls for
their animals.

Producers in both areas who had indi-

vidual stalls indicated bedding costs of $2.03

per cow

for the year while producers with loose type housing
indicated costs of $5.73 per cow.

in

Other items comprising dairy purchases as shown
table 6 do not vary greatly between the two study

areas.

Other Costa

Milk hauling costs were seven cents more in Portland
for

each hundredweight (not 47 E.C.M.) of milk ihipped

than in the

Boise

area.
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In Portland, 587. of all cows in the sample were

artifically bred compared to 67% of cows in Boise.
No difference was noted in artificial

breeders price

per caw.

Several costs are lumped together in table 6 all
of which are taken out of the producers paycheck for
administration and marketing purposes.

These ftfactoryto

costs are more than twice as high in Portland as Boise

per cwt. milk.
Average costs for

veterinary and

medicine

were

almost identical in the two areas.

Dairy

ploceirsts

Total dairy receipts in the Boise area were
greater than in the Portland area by $3,760 per farm,
$58 per cow, or $.23 per cwt. E.C.M.
tant factors accounting for this

The most impor-

difference

are milk

sales, livestock sales, and livestock inventory increase. Various items making up dairy receipts are
shown in table 7 and will now be considered.
Dairymen receive the
income from milk sales.

greatest share of their dairy
Boise dairymen received $.31

less per cwt. E.C.M. from the sale or use of milk than
Portland dairymen.

This shows the milk price advantage

enjoyed by Portland area dairymen.

Though they received

2864

2907

3.4

5624

11.9

5308

-15

-872

46

570

34779

1407

-. 14

573

34755

ra

2760
2444
8068

5.53
5.69

558

9
60
17
2
52

476

($)

cow

Per

3177
37643

1011
135

3779
2279
5186

12

12,

696
33883

507

.15
.08

34

34
15
8

19

29059
579
3682

4.67
.19

470

28559
1174
2039
908

Per
farm
($)

cwt
4% ECM

Per
($)

($)

cow

($)

farm

Per

Boise

5.78
5.34
.44

.02
.49

.15

. 57

4.46
.09

($)

cwt
4% ECM

Per

ference of $. 31.

represent the price of milk for the two areas. The milk price for the two areas may be computed by
adding together the amount received per cwt E. C. M. for both milk sales and milk used and fed. The
price per cwt 4% E. C. M. thus becomes $4.86 and $4.55 for Portland and Boise, respectively, a dif-

and management f3-2)
NOTE: Th. value of milk sales per cwt 4% E. C. M. ($4.67 for Portland and $4.46 for Boise) does not

Dividends. rebates
Livestock inventory increase
Total receipts
Total dairy costs
Total receipts less costs
1. Operators labor
2. Interest on total capital
3. Net dairy income
Return to capital (3-1)
Rate earned on total capital lo)
Return to operators labor

Manure value

Livestock sales

Source
Milk sales
Milk used and fed

Per

Portland

TABLE 7. DAIRY RECEIPTS AND MEASURES
OF SUCCESS, PORTLAND AND BOISE, 1964
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a lower milk price, Boise dairymen received as much
returns from milk per cow by obtaining higher production per cow (601 pounds of 4% E.C.M.).

Portland producers on the average used a greater
volume of saleable milk for home consumption and/or
calf feed.

These figures show the extent of milk

which Could have been marketed, but was not.

The oppor-

tunity cost to the farmer of milk used at home or fed
to calves is equal to the value he could have received
for this milk on the market.

If the price of milk

replacers for calves is less that the opportunity cost
for milk, the farmer would be better off by using a milk
replacer instead of saleable milk.3

Some farmers in

this study indicated that they fed saleable milk to
calves only if they were producing excessive surplus
over daily quota.

If their production was low, on the

other hand, producers would feed greater quantities of
milk replacers to their calves.

Manure value was $2 more per cow in Boise than
Portland.

This is explained by the higher inventory

of replacement animals for the year in Boise.

Portland dairymen received more receipts in the
form of dividends and premiums.

Practically all of this

difference is a bulk tank premium which was given in
3.

This statement assumes the milk replacer has
equivalent nutritional value as whole milk.
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the

Portland area. This

premium is based on pounds of

milk shipped by the producer.

It offsets, to some

extent, the higher hauling costs per cwt. milk in
Portland than Boise.

Livestock

sales are second in Importance in the

size of dairy receipts.

A large difference exists here

between Portland and Boise which will be explained
shortly.

The average livestock inventory increase per cow
in Portland was $12 compared to $52 in Boise.
Since the value of livestock sales is so much greater

in Boise, the expectation would be that the livestock
inventory change would be much less in Boise as compared to Portland.

This is not so, as shown below:

Value of livestock purchased
Value of livestock sold
Livestock inventory change

Part of the difference in

Portland
(Per farm)

Boise
(Per farm)

$1186
2039
696

$2534
3682
3177

change is accounted
livestock purchases in Boise.

inventory

for by the greater value of

difference is accounted
for as follows: (1) Although the culling rate for both

A large part of the remaining

areas was equal at 237 of cows, Boise dairymen received
$39 more per Cu].]. cow in the market than Portland dairymen.

Prices received were $107 and $146 per cull cow
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for Portland and Boise respectively.

This is a factor

in the higher value of livestock sales in Boise.

(2)

Sales of livestock other than cull cows and new-born
calves in Portland were practically nil, whereas Boise

dairymen sold many older calves and springer heifers.
The value of livestock sold other than cows or

new born

calves was only $110 per farm in Portland compared to
$1149 per farm in Boise.

This is also a

factor in

the

difference between the value of livestock sales in the
two areas.

(3)

Both areas had about the same number

of calves born during the year; yet the average Portland
dairymen disposed of 38 calves at $9 per calf while

Boise dairymen on the
at $19 per calf.

average disposed of only

26 calves

Thus Boise dairymen sold less calves,

received more money from calf sales, and had more calves
on hand at the end of

the year. (4)

their livestock inventory during the

dairymen, on the average,

Both areas increased

year, yet the Boise

added to their herds 8.0 cows,

4.9 heifers over one year old, and 3.2 calves under one

year old, while the average Portland dairyman added
2.7 cows, 0.2 heifers over one year, and 0.2 calves
under one year.

only

In Boise, fourteen dairymen increased

their herd size for the year, three decreased and twelve
held stable.

In Portland, eight dairymen

increased, two

decreased and twenty were stable. Boise dairymen were
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thus able to add a larger number of livestock to their
inventory and at the same time receive larger returns
from livestock sales than the Portland

dairyman.

(Since

the above is true, one would expect that the feed costs

than Portland because of

per cow in Boise would be more

the additional replacements supported by Boise dairymen.
Total feed costs are

$278 and $297 per cow for Portland

and Boise, respectively, which, if all other factors
are equal, bears this out.)
Measures of Success

Boise dairymen, on the average, realized a profit of
$2864 above all dairy costs.

Conversely, the average

Portland producer's total costs exceeded his total
receipts by $872 (see table 7).

Net dairy income is the return to the operator for
all of the resources he has utilized in the dairy enterprise and include his labor, capital, and management.4
Taken over several years, net dairy income can give an
indication as to whether the operator should continue
in business or place his labor, capital, and management

resources into alternative uses. Unless the dairyman
4. Net dairy income is derived by subtracting total
dairy expenses from total dairy receipts and adding
to this figure the charge for the operator's labor
and his capital which had been imputed and included
in expenses.
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is receiving as much or greater return to all his dairy
resources over several years

than he could

receive from

an alternative source, he should consider discontinuing
dairying in favor of his best alternative. The foregoing statements assume that monetary profit maximization
is the goal of the operator which overshadows all other
goals, that the dairy enterprise accounts for the largest
share of his income, and that the operator has an alter-

native use for
Net dairy

his available labor.

income per farm was $5184 and $8068 for

Portland and Boise dairymen, respectively -- a difference
of $2884.

Besides net dairy income, two other measures of
success are useful.

A return to the operator for his

labor and management is derived by subtracting the inter-

est on capital invested in the dairy from net dairy income.

A return to capital invested is derived by sub-

tracting the operator's wage from net dairy income.
The per cent returned to capital invested is computed
by dividing the return to capital by the total capital
invested in the dairy. These measures may be used in
comparing alternatives open to the operator for his assets.

They provide handy tools for decision-making. The above
figures for Portland and Boise dairymen are found in

table 7.
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Affect of Herd Size on Da,iry Operations

To determine the affect of herd size on dairy
profits, the Portland and Boise samples were each
divided into three groups by herd size;

less than 42

cow, 42 to 65 cows, and more than 65 cows.

Table 8

shows the relationship of herd size to various factors
including the net income advantage received by dairymen with larger herd sizes.

In Boise, the producers in the largest size group
had great cost advantages compared to those with smaller
herd sizes.

Labor costs and fixed costs were low, as

expected, compared to the smaller sized operations.

Feed costs were low for the large dairies as a result

of lower pasture and hay

costs.

dairymen pastured their cows but

an average of one

Only four of these

at the same

ton less hay per cow.

time fed

In spite of

Lower feed intake, they were able to maintain comparable
milk production per cow.

In Portland, the producers with large herd sizes
had advantages in both receipts and

expenses.

milk production per cow enabled them to
sales.

Higher

excel in milk

Low labor costs and livestock purchases kept

their expenses low as compared to the groups with smaller
herd sizes.
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Roadies leo

Livestock Salta (2)
Livestock inventory
change ($)
Other receipts ($)
Total rocalpta ($)

Total mat fake (2)

TABLE 8. (cost.)

.
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The above factors helped the dairymen with large
herd sizes to profit on a per cow basis.
numbers of cows, their potential

net

Then with large

dairy incomes be-

come larger.

The enormous difference in feed costs per cow between the medium sized groups reflects the fact that
Boise dairymen in this group fed almost twice as much
hay and silage per cow as the Portland dairymen.

How-

ever, they fed slightly less concentrates and only half
as much pasture.

The price received per cwt. milk varied considerably with farms in the study as shown in table 8.
price depends upon four things;

The

the basic Grade A price,

the butterfat test of the milk, the per cent surplus
over quota shipped by the dairymen, and the proportion
of milk used

in

the fluid market.

As an example the

$.52 price difference received by the medium and large

dairies in the Boise area is largely accounted for by
a 0.27% difference in butterfat test and a 17% (Approx-

imate) difference in surplus milk.

The price difference

has a marked affect on total value of milk sales and
consequently net profit.
In

comparing total receipts of

the dairymen with

over 65 cows in the two areas, it is noted that production per cow is almost identical.

However, Portland
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producers received a higher price for milk sold.

Yet

the total receipts are $50 less per cow in Portland.

The reason for this difference lies mainly in livestock
sales and livestock inventory increase.

These were

higher in .Boise because of more livestock purchases and
the practise of raising more calves for sale as replacements or for slaughter.

In Portland, the dairymen

with larger herd sizes

tended to purchase less livestock per cow, while in
Boise the opposite was true.

The difference in value of operators labor among

size groups in table 8 is due to the number of hours
the operator spent on the dairy enterprise. The operators with larger herds devoted a greater proportion
of their time to the dairy enterprise.
In Portland,

ten small, six

medium, and five large

sized dairies had greater expenses than receipts.

Boise,

In

five small, six medium, and one large sized

dairies had more expenses than receipts.

Table 8 shows the reduction in labor hours used
per cow for farmers

with larger herd

sizes.

This re-

sults in a considerable saving in labor costs per cow.5
Most variable costs,

expected to decline on a
5.

other

than labor, are not

per cow basis as herd size

Appendix figure 1 gives regression equations which
show the relation between herd size and labor hours
used per cow.
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increases.

Also prices received per unit for milk and

livestock are expected to be the same

regardless of herd

Therefore, the decision to increase herd size

size.

should be

based

largely on the expected savings per cow

and labor

from fixed costs
costs.

resulting

in lower total

If labor is available coupled with unused capac-

ity, considerable savings in labor and fixed costs per

cow may occur by increasing herd size.

If

labor is

limited and greater labor efficiency desired, a dairy-

by improving his facilities and thus
handle a larger herd size with his available labor supply:
Table 8 shows that labor costs and fixed costs differ
somewhat between any two of the size groups. This fact
man may economize

alone can affect the size of total costs considerably.

Pasture Versus Drvlot FeediRK
Many dairymen have found that a large acreage is
not necessary for dairying.

If capital, land, and/or

labor are limiting factors, a dairyman may invest his

scarce

resources in a specialized dairy enterprise and

purchase harvested feed. For example, one dairyman in
the Boise area with 148 cows had his entire dairy enter-

prise on five acres of land.
Eleven dairymen in Boise did not provide pasture
for their

cows.

These dairymen were compared with ten
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others in Boise who fed pasture to determine differences
that might exist in expenses and receipts.

feed

these two systems, it was found that
for

pasture

In comparing

costs per cow

users were significantly less than feed costs

per cow for drylot feeders at a 57, level of significance.6

Table 9 compares pertinent data
ing systems.

for

the two

feed-

Of particular note is that by providing

5.1 months of pasture per cow the dairymen obtained
about the same production per cow as the drylot feeders
but with one ton less hay, one ton less silage, and sixtenths of a ton less concentrates.

Thus for $23 pasture

cost the pasture users saved about $76

in hay, silage,

and concentrates per cow.7

Since, for the two groups, herd size, total labor
hours per cow, and milk production are almost identical,
any differences in net receipts are caused by other
factors.

Differences

in milk

price, purchases of live-

stock, and total capital investments tend to offset the
effect of a difference in

feed costs.

Though there is evidence to suggest that the pasturing system is cheaper in feed costs, some dairymen
were forced into drylot feeding because:

(1) pasture

See Li (2, p. 143) for tests of differences between
two means.
This statement assumes equivalent feed prices for
drylot and pasture feeders.
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TABLE 9. COMPARISON OF PASTURE VERSUS
DRYLOT FEEDING, BOISE, 1964

Drviot

Pasture

Miscellaneous items
Average herd size
73
71
Pounds E.C.M. per cow
10689
10536
Hours Labor per cow
72
75
$ received per cwt. E.C.M.
4.62
4.46
Total acres Land
103
121
Receipts and expenses
Total feed cost ($ per cow)
317
264
u
Total expenses
569
544
u
Total receipts
602
619
Receipts minus expenses
($ per cow)
33
75
Feed ration
Hay (tons per cow)
5.0
4,0
Silage
7.7
6417
Concentrates 11
1.9A
1.3p
Pasture (months per cow)
0.2
5.1
T.D.N. equivalenx
(tons per cow)"
5.4
5,5
Based on data krom five of the eleven drylot feeders.
Based on data from eight of the ten pasture feeders.

For computations, see table 5, footnote C.

acreage was not readily available, (2) land was available for pasture, but other crops had a comparative
advantage for the land, (3) the dairymen wanted to maintain a stable supply of milk throughout the year, which
is difficult when pasturing cows, or (4) because of
personal preferences.
Advantages of purchasing all dairy feed were expressed as (1) no land, labor, or capital are needed
for raising feed; (2) a dairyman may exert control on
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quality and uniformity of feed, e.g. by purchasing only
first-cutting alfalfa for hay; and (3) the operator
may place his entire attention to the dairy enterprise
by drylot dairying.

According to the analysis presented, both pasture
and drylot dairymen, on the average, made a net return.
Lower feed costs assisted the pasture feeders in obtaining a higher return to their

investment.

Characteristics of Aizh-getprn aid Low-op:turn Farms

Individual farms in the study were classified into
groups on the basis of net income.

Ten farms were des-

ignated "low-return farms" because the net loss of each
was greater than $5000.

Thirteen farms with net return

over $5000 were designated "high-return farms".

By

describing the characteristics of these two extremes,

an attempt

is made to

determine which

practises contri-

bute to profitable dairying. Table 10 shows the characteristics of these two groups.
Seven dairies in Portland and three in Boise make
up the low-return group,

while the high-return group

is composed of four dairies in Portland and nine dairies
in Boise.
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TAWS 10. CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH AND LOW
RETURN FARMS, DAIRY STUDY, 1064

HighArnim Una/

Lowsteturs SanneA

Average bard sire
Holsteins (96 cd total)
Pounds milk per cow
Poundi 4% E. C. M. per can

heads butterfat per cow
Ilintedat test (%)

105

54
32

377

$3
11634
11299
443

4.42

3.8*

59

29
33

$530
110$2

House labor per cow per years

°potent
liked
Family
Total
Milking tbne
$ received per cwt IL C.34.
Total capital invested ($ per farm)
Total capital invested (6 per cow)

13

........2
110
54

35

4.45

4.77

42955

67632
644

795
1:162232.

Total feed costs ($)
Tetra labor coat ($)
Total tined coots ($)
Livestock purchases ($)
Other costs ($)
Total expenses ($)

iso

:ELM

tILE/4

S.C.M.
3.11
1.4$
1.01
.23

288
133

91
21

S.C.M...

2.45
.77
.59

277
87
67
44

.40

...all

..Ati
546

4.84

527
$6

4.67
.50

45

.40

5.11

660

5.84

4.58

114

1.00

6.69

608

219493

,

Total milk sales (I)
Livestock stiles ($)
Livestock inventory change (I)
Other receipts (2)

393

4,32

sa

3$

s
.....ti

Total receipts ($)

464

Receipts lam expenses (4)

-144

Net daisy Ursine (s per farm)
Interest on investment ($)

Rears to operatow labor and int: ($)

..42.

4275
21163

4.3636

4123
Opsraton lobos cast ($ per lam)
396
Rot*** to capitol invested ($)
42.6
I% nuns tg capital invegted
ALowetturn lotus are those with more then 00 000 sot Ices.

illighotiturst farms are those with mote than $5, 000 ass letaa

19537
3720
15817

3895
13642

23.1
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Low-return Farms

The average herd size of the low-income farms is
54 cows.

The average net loss for these dairies was

$7758 per farm.

It is likely

that many small dairies,

while they could not make large

net returns,

could not

be expected to make large losses either required by the
definition of low-return farms.

deficiency noted
comparatively low milk production
The outstanding

the

in this group is

Among

per cow.

the factors which affect milk production per cow
quality of the milking herd and feed

ration.

mination was attempted on quality of cows.

are

No deter-

The feed

ration for the two groups, as follows, does not suggest
a reason for the 2217 pound difference in energy corrected
milk per cow:

Low-return
farms
Hay (tons per cow)
Silage
Concentrates (tons
per cow)
Pasture (months per cow)
T.D.N. equivalen;
(tons per cow)0

High-return
ffrms

3.2
5.9

3.0
7.4

1.84
5.0

1.58
3.9

5.36

5.11

These dairies were also characterized by higher
feed, labor, and fixed costs which is partially due to

their comparative
8.

herd size.

For computations, see table 5, footnote C.
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I1jghreturn
The average herd size of the high-return farms is
105 cows per farm.

The average net return to these

dairies was $119922 per farm.

Their outstanding advan-

tage is in high milk and butterfat production per cow,
while still maintaining low feed costs.

Labor and

fixed costs per cow are low compared to the low-return
farms.

They are characterized by high livestock pur-

chases, sales, and inventory increase, showing a tendency toward expansion of the operation.
The high-return farms show 577.

more total capital

investment than the other group, but derive a 237. return
to their total investment.

As production is increased, feed costs are decreased per unit of production. This fact bears great
weight since feed costs account for nearly half of
total expenses. Feed costs were $3.17 and $2.45 per
hundredweight of 47.

E.C.M. for low-return and high-

return farms, respectively.
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Comparison of Bairies Having Different Breeds

In Boise, only three dairies had breeds other than
Holsteins or mixed breeds. in Portland, however, each
breed

was predominant on several farms.

of the dairies having

A comparison

different breeds of dairy cows

area is made in table 11.
note at the outset is the herd

encountered in the Portland
The main fact to

size for each breed. The fact that the Guernsey herds
in the Portland sample are smaller in size makes a comparison of Guernsey herds with the others unrealistic.
However, Holstein and Jersey herds
the same average size.

in the sample had

The butterfat test is as expected for the
ular breeds.

Converting milk to an equivalent

basis makes possible a
production per cow.

particenergy

more accurate comparison of the

About 607 of the $4063 difference

in net dairy incomes between Holstein and Jersey

herds

is accounted for by the difference in milk production
per cow.

The difference in net dairy incomes for

Holsteins versus Guernseys, on the other hand, stems

from the

cost side of the account.

High labor, feed,

and fixed costs for the Guernsey herds made their total
costs considerably higher than that of their counterparts.

Other receipts
Total receipts
Total capital invested ($)
Receipts minus expenses ($)
Net dairy income ($)
Net dairy income ($ per farm)

Receipts ($)
Milk sales
Livestock sales
Inventory change (livestock)

Feed cost
Labor coat
Livestock purchases
Other costs
Total costs

% butterfat
4% ECM (lbs. )
Expenses ($)

Butterfat (lb..)

Number farms
Average herd six*
Price per cwt 4% ECM
Production per cow:
Milk (lb..)
9922

4.78

8867
424

4.74

8
31

7

8971

5.04

390

7748

4.88
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S. 70

560

46
537

802

-100

6.50

-.04
.94

638

-4
92
5791

70
2155

27
12

--5.-66"

41
22
36

556

452

4.65
.42
.23
.36

780

8.08
-1.01
.71

27
1728

-70

488

3
57

406
22

5.41

. 47

4.56
.26
.12

558

.03

-CST

9
171

1.61

1.83
6.42

272
106

2.95

160
3
181

4% ECM
293

457

. 39

1.61

259
104
38
159

2.64
1.06

4% ECM

Per cow Per cwt Per cow Per cwt Per cow

9825

3.65

10375
379

4.80
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SELECTED ITEMS. PORTLAND. 1964
Guernsey
Holstein
Jersey

TABLE Ii. RELATIONSHIP OF BREED TO

4.52
.25
.04
.63
5.44
8.69
-.78
.30

-7-11

1.90

. 10

1.19

3.03

4% ECM

Per cwt
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Concerning feed costs, since the Guernsey and
Jersey cows are smaller in body size than Holsteins,
an expectation may be that less feed would be consumed
and therefore less feed costs needed. A comparison of

feed costs in table
does not bear this out. However, the figures below indicate that Holsteins and
Guernseys received a greater quantity of total nutrients per cow than did Jerseys.
HoXsteip

Hay (tons)
Silage (tons)
Concentrates (tons)
Pasture (months)

T.D.N. equivalent (ton )9

2.8

6.5
1.7
5.9
5.5

Guernev
3.9
4.2
1.7
5.8
5.4

Jerspv
2.3
5.7
1.8
5.6
4.9

Also from table 11, it should be noted that the
producers with Holsteins had a greater tendency to buy,
sell, and increase their inventory of livestock.
Several items were compared among breeds to deter-

mine whether a significant difference existed. Statistically, no difference exists among breeds in feed costs,
total costs, or total receipts per cwt. of 4% E.C.M.
However, Holstein herds had a significant advantage over
Guernsey herds in net receipts per cwt. of 4% E.C.M.10
This result is largely due to the difference in herd
For computations, see table 5, footnote C.
This test was significant at the 5% level but
not at the 2% level of probability. See Li (2,
p. 143) for tests of differences between means.
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size between Holstein and Guernsey herds resulting

in greater labor efficiency for Holstein herds.
Holstein calves brought a higher price when sold
at birth than the other two breeds. Also, Holstein
cows culled during 1964 brought a higher return than
the other breeds. The following figures for the Portland
area substantiate these statements:

Value per calf
sold at birth ($)
Price received per
cull cow ($)

jersta

maga&

Guernsey,

14

7

4

119

108

86

Even lower prices for calves of each breed would have
been the case had not many dairymen bred some of their
cows to beef bulls (as discussed in Chapter 11).
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Of the thirteen "high income" farmers in the study
with net return over $5,000, as discussed in another
section, ten had Holsteins, one had Jerseys, and two
had mixed herds. Of the ten "low income', farmers with
net loss of over $5,000, one had Holsteins, three had
Jerseys, three had Guernseys, and three had mixed herds.
Obviously, the dairymen with Holstein herds were the
most profitable producers in the sample obtained for
this study.
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IV THE FEASIBILITY OF UPGRADING TO
GRADE A PRODUCTION IN OREGON
This chapter will

discuss factors

be considered by a dairyman in deciding

which should

whether to

upgrade for the production of Grade A milk.

It will

consider these factors as determinants of the feasibility
of changing to Grade A and suggest formulas to use in

computing the length of time required for the change to
pay for

itself.

The factors to
important.

received

consider

They are:

(1)

are

The

few, but each is
difference in prices

by the farmer for Grade A versus non-Grade A

milk, (2) The sanitation requirements and the cost of
meeting them, (3)

The availability and

price of quota,

(4) The availability of capital, (5) The nearness of a

handler who will accept
production per cow, and

Grade A milk, (6) Herd size and
(7) The future outlook for

Grade A products.
Factors 'to Consider

The Price Difference

Historically, a considerable difference has existed
in Oregon between average prices received for Grade A

milk and

non-Grade A milk.

In 1964, Grade A dairymen

received $4.92 per hundredweight for their milk as
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compared to $3.62 per hundredweight received by nonGrade A dairymen (10). These prices are not stable.
They vary as supply and demand for milk and milk products change. The average price difference for Grade A
versus non-Grade A milk from 1960-64 was $1.31 per
hundredweight, varying from $1.18 to $1.59. In the

five years previous to 1960, the average price difference was $1.72 per hundredweight.11
It would be an unsafe assumption to suppose that
as more dairymen switch to

Grade A the price differ-

be gradually reduced. Other factors are
significant. The price for Oregon manufactured milk
products is not based entirely on Oregon supply and
ential would

demand but on the supply and demand conditions throughout the nation and on a federal dairy price support
program.

However, it is acknowledged that a greater

number of Grade A producers bringing forth a greater

quantity of milk on the Oregon market will tend to
cause a surplus of Grade A milk and therefore a lower
blend price to producers.

The price received for non-Grade A milk varies
considerably over the state. Dairymen in certain localities receive a price for milk which is much nearer the
11.

Traditionally, the average butterfat test for Grade
A milk in Oregon is lower than for non-Grade A
Had they been equal, the price differences
milk.
discussed here would have been about $.20 to $.30
greater.
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Grade A price than other localities.12 Each dairyman
considering upgrading must take into account the price
difference which is prevalent in his own area. Several
price differentials will be considered in examples given

later.
Gyade A Sant4tio Reauiremepts

Fluid milk quality control is exercised by the
State Department of Agriculture who has set forth
Grade A standards in a booklet entitled "Oregon's
Regulations Relating to Fluid Milk and Cream" (4).
Most of the requirements are taken verbatim from recommendations by the United States Public Health Service
published in a booklet entitled "Milk Ordinance and
Code" (13).
The regulations as promulgated set forth the

minimum standards for the production, handling, and
distribution of Grade A milk and provide for an inspection of each producer's premises and facilities at
least once every six months.

A few of the more prominent

requirements are as follows:

Cows must be tested for

12.

In Tillamook county, large quantities of non-Grade
A milk is required by the cheese industry thus increasing demand for this milk and therefore its
price.
To Malheur county non-Grade A producers,
efficient factories are available which pay a relatively high price for milk. Thus, in these two
counties, the price difference is relatively less
than in other areas.
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brucellosis and tuberculosis.

A milkhouse must be

provided that meets certain specifications for the floor,
walls, ceiling, windows, and ventilation.

house must have facilities for hot water
of cooling milk to below

This milk-

and a means

50 degrees Fahrenheit within

one hour after milking (normally requiring a bulk tank
cooler).

A milking stable must be used which has imper-

vious floors, smoothed and painted walls and a tight
ceiling.

Certain milking practises must be followed

to insure cleanliness.

Recommendations are set forth

for improved holding areas, feed lots, and manure disposal.

Requirements for the sale of non Grade A
not so stringent.

milk are

Yet, many "factory" producers with

modern facilities and equipment are close to meeting
Grade A requirements at present and could do so quickly
and at a low level of investment.

No attempt is made to determine the exact investment needed for upgrading facilities for any particular
farm.

However, the following ranges for the construction

of various Grade A facilities may be usefult13
Milk house (200-400 square feet)
Milking stable
Holding pens and concrete walks
Bulk tank cooler (400-500 gallon)
Total
13

$1000 - 1600
3000
2200

600- 1500

Tigipitir,

A publication by Oregon State Tax Commission (6) was
used as a guide in obtaining these figures.
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The author visited five non-Grade A producers in
Malheur county during the summer of 1964, who were con-

sidering changing to Grade A. Four of the five could
change for less than $500 plus quota (no quota was available for purchase at that time). The other milk producer

would need to provide a milk house, suitable milking

facilities, warm water supply, and loafing facilities at
a cost of about $900D(as quoted to him by a local equipment dealer).

These producers all had near 42 cows.

Grade A Quota

In order to receive the Grade A milk price a dairyman must meet sanitation requirements, find a processor
who will handle his milk, and obtain Grade A quota.
Quota is that part of the Grade A market which is assigned to each Grade A dairyman. Unless he has quota,
the dairyman may not receive the basic Grade A price
even though he meets Grade A sanitation standards.14
The ease with which quota can be obtained varies
with the farmer and his location. It can be obtained
in two ways: (1) By the purchase of cows for which
quota has been allocated or (2) By first meeting Grade
14. As a sidelight concerning quota, milk shipped by
a dairyman in excess of his assigned quota is paid
for at a lower price based on its usage. On the
other hand, dairymen may lose a portion of their
quota if they fail to produce their assigned amount.
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A sanitation requirements and then shipping milk for
one year at a price lower than the Grade A price (thus
"earning" quota).
Purchasing cows with quota is preferable to some
dairyman. The price of quota, which varies somewhat,
is about $3.00 per pound of daily quota in addition to
the price of the cow. Thus, if 25 pounds of quota is
attached to a cow, the dairyman can obtain it for about
$75. There are several limitations and problems in
obtaining quota in this way: (1) The dairymen may have
difficulty finding cows with quota for sale. Indeed
he may wait several years before he has a chance to buy.
(2) He may have his own herd and an unwillingness to
purchase another manos cows whose production record he
may not know. (3) Purchasing cows with quota requires

considerable capital. (4) Farmers who sell their cows
with quota may be tempted to ask a higher price for the
cows than they are worth, because of the demand for the
attached quota. (5) The dairyman may not wish to increase his herd size; but by purchasing additional cows
to obtain quota, he is obliged to sell some cows at
slaughter prices. Quota can be easily obtained by the
alternative method, that of "earning" it. Under the
present system, after he has complied with the sanitation standards a dairyman may earn quota by shipping
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Grade A milk at a penalty price for at least one year.
The first six months, he will receive the manufacturing
milk price that prevails in his area. The next six
months, he will receive the Grade A quota blend price
for an amount of milk equal to about 547.15 of his average
production in the first six months and class II price

(price paid for milk used for ice cream and cottage
cheese) for the rest. At the end of a year, he is allocated quota amounting to about 777.16 of his first six
months production. This amount continues until the
Beginsucceeding March 1, when quotas are adjusted.
ning with this adjustment, he will be allocated quota

based on (1)

his four low months of

production in the

preceding year, and (2) the usage of milk for the

pool of producers.

In

recent years,

producers in

entire
the

marketing pool were assigned quota amounting to about 927.17

This figure is computed as follows:

(Milk sold in

the total class I (fluid milk) market as a per cent
of total milk produced in the preceding 12 months)
X (1.15 representing a safety factor built into the

regulation) X (0.70 representing a 307. penalty).
For January 1, 1966, these figures were 0.66 X 1.15

X 0.70 is 0.53.
This figure is computed as in the preceding footnote
except that no penalty is attached. Thus, for

January 1, 1966, it is 0.66 X 1.15 = 0.76.
This figure is computed as follows: Divide the
average daily class I sales for the four high months
of the year, by the average daily milk production
for the four low months of the year, and increase
it by the 157. safety factor. This figure has varied
from 927. to 94.27. from 1963 to 1965, inclusive.
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of their average daily milk production during their
individual four low months of production.

The main disadvantage of this method of

quota is the waiting period
cated.

obtaining

before full quota is allo-

On the other hand, the farmer does not have to

purchase extra cows under this method.

The cost per cow of earning quota can be computed
approximately from the above information by the following
formula:

(0.73 + 0.11)18 X price difference for Grade A

versus non-Grade A milk X number of cwt, milk per cow
per year.

As an example, if the price difference were

$1.30 per cwt. and if the average

were 100 cwt. per year

the cost

production per cow
per cow for earning

quota is 0.84 X $1.30 X 100 = $109.

The farmer can then

compare the cost of this method of obtaining quota
18. These figures are derived from the above method
Together, they represent the
of earning quota.
proportion of Grade A premium that is forfeited
during the period that quota is being earned. The
first one-half year, 1007. of the price difference
The second one-half year, about 467.
is forfeited.

of the price difference is forfeited. The average per cent forfeited for the year is 737.. An

additional period of time elapses (six months on
the average) until the succeeding March 1, when
full quota is allocated. During this period, the
quota blend price is received for about 771
(assuming his average daily production is the same

as his first six months) of his total milk shipped.
Thus 237. of the price difference is forfeited for
the six months or an average of 117, for a year.
The total amount forfeited is thus 847. of one yearb
price difference.
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with the purchase method in deciding which is the most
economical to use.19
A producer who has quota may increase it by one
of two methods:

(1) By purchasing additional cows with

quota or (2) By supplying an excess amount of milk over
his quota

allotment.

In the latter case, the amount of

added quota he will receive (if any) will be dependent
upon the amount of Grade A milk used in the fluid market

during the previous

year and the amount of existing quota

to be reallocated.

His quota will be based on his four

low months of production,

as discussed earlier.

Quota may be a limiting factor when considering the
transition to Grade A if capital.is unavailable, if the

dairyman is unwilling or

unable to accept the "waiting

period", and/or if cows with quota are unavailable for

purchase.

Some 57 ex-dairymen in Oregon, many of whom

were not Grade A producers, noted lack of available quota
as an important factor in their decision to leave dairying.20

This fact may suggest a lack of knowledge on the

part of some non-Grade A

dairymen concerning the relative

ease of "earning" quota.
The technical information, from which the preceding
formulas were derived, were obtained from the
Department of Milk Audit and Stabilization, Oregon
State Department of Agriculture, in a personal interview with Bob Ely.
See Chapter V which considers the factors causing
many dairymen in Oregon to discontinue dairying in
recent years.
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Availability of Capital

At the present time, capital

is available for

almost all economically feasible farming operations.
Banks

and other lending institutions seldom refuse to

lend capital to credit-worthy dairymen who are expanding, upgrading, or

Yet, if

modernizing.

borrowed

capital is unavailable on reasonable terms and costs,
it becomes the limiting factor,

since few dairymen are

able to finance from internal sources a large change
in their operations.

A dairymen in areas isolated from
population centers will probably have difficulty
Non-Grade

ing a reliable, nearby market for their milk.

milk is shipped

to

large

secur-

If their

a distant market, a sizeable trans-

portation charge may result.

For example, in shipping

milk from Malheur county to Portland, transportation
charges of at least $.85 per cwt.
expected.

milk may be currently

The price difference between Grade A and non

Grade A milk must include expected transportation charges.

to be
the trans-

If, on the surface, the price difference appears
$1.30, it may be, in reality, much lower when
portation charge is included.
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qoots as a Factor ip Deets

king.

Before any businessman enters into production of
a commodity, he must consider the future of his product.
Consumers tastes and preferences change, altering the
demand for a particular commodity and therefore its
price. Dairymen in Oregon normally face an expanding

market for fluid milk since population is increasing.
Yet, ever-increasing quantities of milk shipments into
Oregon from Washington and Idaho have decreased the milk

price received by local Grade A producers (5, vol. 3,
no. 1).
Of importance to non-Grade A dairymen is the possi-

bility that in the future sanitary standards for sja
milk products may be close to Grade A standards. Also,

trends to larger herd sizes should be considered in planning the capacity of new milking facilities.
The dairyman should realize that once an investment has been made in facilities and eqiipment, it is
difficult to recapture the investment except by producing milk efficiently. Should conditions emerge such
that other alternatives competing for his scarce
resources become more profitable than dairying, the
dairyman who has made a large investment may suffer an

economic loss because of difficulty of shifting his
resource
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Asse.psina yeasibilitv of Upzrading

In addition to the factors already

discussed,

the feasibility of making the transition to Grade A

of years required to pay
total investment associated with the change.

may be assessed by the number
for the

The extra income taken over several years, due to the
Grade A milk price advantage less any

increase in pro-

duction costs should be expected to pay for this upgrading investment.

The variables used to determine

the years required to recapture the investment vary
among dairymen, but must include the investment required
to upgrade facilities, the difference between Grade A
and non-Grade A price, desired herd size, price of quota,

milk production per cow, and added production costs.
Several general assumptions are
examples to be considered:

sufficient ability

(1)

necessary for

The manager possesses

to organize and manage the Grade A

operation profitably; (2) A Grade A handler is readily
available and will accept all milk meeting Grade A
specifications that the dairyman will produce; (3) Sufficant capital is available for the costs of transition

and operation of the dairy; (4) The market is relatively
stable; (5) Grade A quota is available; (6) Average production per cow of milk and butterfat for any individual
farmer is the same whether he is Grade A or non-Grade A.
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The following formula has been developed to compute
for a given herd size, the total number of years required
to pay for the investment required to change to Grade A
from the net extra income received.

Let EXI = the net added income per year per farm
= net price advantage21 per cwt. milk X
milk production in cwt. per cow per
year X number of cows
TUC = total upgrading investment
= number of cows X (quota price per cow22
+ exEt cost per cow for purchase of
cowshJ) 4- investment in upgrading facil-

ities

YEARS = the total number of years required to
pay off TUC from EXI alone
= TUC/EXI
Net price advantage per cwt. milk is the price
difference (taking into consideration expected
transportation charges) less the expected change
in production costs per cwt. milk. Production
costs may be expected to rise since, with a larger

capital investment, certain fixed costs such as

interest on invested capital, depreciation, and
property taxes, will increase. However, with
upgrading of facilities, Labor efficiency normally
would increase, thus offsetting to some extent
the increase in fixed costs. Feed costs may increase as dairymen are forced to maintain stable
production throughout the year and thus lose the
maximum benefits of summer pasture.
The expected change in production costs per
unit of output is difficult to measure for a particular farmer.
likely that the farmer can

It is

make the best estimate for his own situation.
If the production costs are not expected to
vary, the net price advantage is equal to the price

difference between Grade A and non-Grade A milk
facing the farmer.
Methods are given previously in this chapter for
computation of the price of quota per cow.
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Etample
Quota price per cow = $80
Extra cost per cow a= $100
Milk production per cow per year se

Assume:

10,000 pounds

20

40

60

80

100

Investment in upgrading ($)

4000

5600

6800

7500

8000

TUC ($)

7600 12800 17600 21900 26000

Number cows

Net Price
YEAgS

AdvAnta,ge

9.5
5.4
3.8
2.9

$ .40
.70
1.00
1.30

8.0
4,6
3.2
2.5

7.3
4.2
2.9
2.3

6.8
3.9
2.7
2.1

6.5
3.7
2.6
2.0

The effect of larger price differences and larger
herd sizes on YEARS can be seen from the above examples.
In addition,
on YEARS.

production per cow

has

an inverse effect

Higher production per cow will result in

larger EXI. This, in turn, reduces YEARS, all other
things being equal.
The formulas used here are flexible to most existing conditions.

The farmer must determine the costs of

upgrading his own facilities with the help of his county
23.

This cost enters in only if the farmer has cows on
hand but chooses to obtain quota by the purchase of
If he does not wish to increase
cows with quota.
his herd size, it is the purchase price of the new
cows, less the selling price of the cows which he
sells. Should he choose to increase his herd size
by the number of new cows purchased, this cost becomes the purchase price of the new cows less their

cull value.
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agent, the local Grade A milk inspector, or a milk equipment dealer.

He knows his production per cow and herd

size and can quickly determine the cost for "earnine

determine the price
his area by comparing the price he has

or purchasing quota.

ential in

He can

differ.

been

receiving for his milk with the expected Grade A price

as obtained from his prospective Grade A handler, for
his normal butterfat test. By inserting these data intn
the formula, he can determine YEARS.

He will then have

some basis for making a decision concerning switching
to Grade A milk production.

Increa,sing Herd Size
It is conceivable that dairymen who have upgraded
their facilities and have found they can handle more
cows with the same amount of labor, will increase their
herd size.

Many dairymen intentionally increase the

capacity of their buildings and eqa i pm en t at the time of
upgrading. The extra income from Grade A milk from the
additional cows can be used to pay for the investment
in these additional cows and the extra upgrading investment attributable to

mangaa

of facilities.

The follow

ing formula may assist in determining whether it is profitable to increase the herd

size at the

version to Grade A facilities.

same time of con-
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Let EXIL * extra income per year
= net price advantage per cwt. milk X
milk production in cwt. per cow per
year X number of ad4tionehl cows.
EUC = extra upgrading investment due to
expansion of facilities and added cows
= number of added cows X (quocf price
per cow + value per added cote' + invest

ment anributable to expansion of facia-.

ities.h2

YEARS1= the total number of years required to pay
off EUC from EXI1 alone

= EUC/EXII

A dairyman, knowing the number of years in which

an expansion will pay for itself, has some basis for a
decision concerning increasing his herd size. As an
example of the above formula, assume:
Net price advantage = $1.00 per cwt.
Milk production per cow per year la 100 cwt.
Number of additional cows = 20 cows
Quota price per cow = $100
Value per added cow = $150
Investment attributable to expansion = $1000

Thus, from the above, EXI1 = ($1.00 X 100 X 20) =
$2000, and EUC = 20 (100 + 150) + 1000 = $6000.
Therefore YEARS]. = (6000/2000) = 3.

Value per added cow = purchase price of the cow

less her cull value.
Investment attributable to expansion of facilities
include only that extra investment needed to increase the capacity of the facilities at the time
of upgrading.
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Co clmsions

Many non-Grade A dairymen in Oregon may have

hesitated in upgrading to Grade A production because
of unwillingness to borrow capital for upgrading and

expansion of facilities,

lack of knowledge of the

alternatives open to them, and/or unawareness of the
increased income advantages of Grade A production.
Indeed, many have cause to hesitate because of the
risks associated with the Grade A industry, such as
price fluctuations, current market uncertainties, and
the possibility of gradual loss of quota.
The feasibility of "going" Grade

A is dependent

upon many factors as enumerated in this chapter.

Only

the dairyman himself is in a position to fit them to
his own situation.

his

Having considered the factors and

existing situation, he can apply the formulas given

and thus have evidence

upon which to

concerning the transition

base a decision

to Grade A milk production.
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V THE EXODUS FROM DAIRYING IN OREGON

Many who have become acquainted with the indus

try have been concerned in recent years with the appar..
ent mass exodus from dairying in Oregon. As pointed
out previously a reduction of about 157, of all Grade A
dairymen in Oregon % Grade A milk pool occurred in the
two year period from 1963 to 1965. No exact figures

are available for non-Grade A dairymen leaving the in
dus try.

In order to determine the reasons for this exodus,
a questionnaire was prepared and mailed to some 497
Grade A and non-Grade A dairymen who had quit dairying
in the past ten years. The questionnaire inquired of
each ex-dairyman concerning his normal herd size, year

of quitting, per cant of income from dairying, disposition
of cows and heifers, and present occupation. Each was
asked to indicate the factors which influenced his decision to quit and to indicate the most important factor
or factors.
The names of these ex-dairymen were obtained from

the State Department of Agriculture, county agents
throughout the state, and from the All West Breeders
Association. Of the 497 questionnaires sent, 33 did
not receive the questionnaire because they had moved
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and left no address, 99 were not returned even after
the third inquiry, and 365 questionnaires were returned.
However, of the 365 questionnaires returned, only 314
were usable for analysis.
Error or bias may be present in the data and
analysis for several reasons: (1) This sample of exdairymen does not consist of gja dairymen who left
dairying in any time period, not is it a random sample.
It consists of all available names of ex-dairymen from
the three sources already listed. (2) Of the total
questionnaires returned, 14% were not tabulated because
of insufficient information. (3)A high degree of
hemotionalismn

was noted from extraneous comments and

long letters accompanying,the returned questionnaires.

Many ill feelings were noted toward inspectors, handlers,

hired men, state milk laws, out-of-state producers,
factor costs, and prices received for milk. (4) The
factors affecting a dairyman's decision to leave dairying are not completely independent of each other, yet
they were assumed independent to facilitate analysis.
The direction and extent, if any, of the above

sources of error is unknown. The magnitude of the
sample size tends to decrease the relative significance

of any existing bias.
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General CharacteFistics
The average herd size for the 314 ex-dairymen was
44 cows.

Some 257 returned questionnaires indicated

the operators had left dairying in the 30 month period

from January 1963 to June 1965.
Grade A producers comprised 897. of the observations.

This does not imply that a greater number of Grade A
dairymen are leaving

dairying than non-Grade A, but

that the names of producers who had

shipped

Grade A

milk were more readily available.

About 42% of the ex-dairymen were still farming,
37% had

taken non-farm jobs, and 21% were not working

(retired or out of work).

men still had milk cows on hand, averaging
4 cows each, at the time the questionnaire was received.
Some 102

These cows were kept mainly for home consumption of
milk.

The ex-dairymen estimated they received an average
of 737, of their

total income from dairying

during their

last three years in dairying.
The dairymen who withdrew from dairying,
an average

having

of 44 cows, disposed of them by sending 4

to slaughter, selling 38 to other dairymen, and keeping

2 to provide milk for home consumption.
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Heasons for Olitting
Each ex-dairyman was asked to indicate whether

each factor listed on the questionnaire was very
important, of some importance, or not important in
his decision to quit dairying.

Each was given oppor-

tunity to specify other factors

not listed which he

decision. He was also
asked to indicate which one factor had the greatest
The reinfluence on his decision to quit dairying.
sponse to the questionnaires is presented in table 12.
A total of 211 dairymen indicated that costs Et
prociuctna pia were excessive. In specifying which
considered important in his

costs, in particular, had risen excessively, 111 listed
feed costs, 102 listed labor costs, 121 listed equipment
costs, and 135 listed property taxes.
Other

factors, each listed by three or less men as

their most important reason for quitting, are as follows:
Total investment too high, renting and could not change

setup to improve, loss of farm through financial blunde;
area was not adapted to dairying, limited market, too
distant from market, family problems, received a good
offer so sold, and drafted into army.
To summarize the main reasons for discontinuing
dairying, several like factors have been lumped together. When those who listed health, retired. from
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TABLE 12. FACTORS INFLUENCING FARMERS A
TO LEAVE DAIRYING, 314 OBSERVATIONS, OREGON
B

A

6.5 Found a more profitable use for resources.
8.1 Retired from farming
6.5 Costs of producing milk excessive
14.9 Health
Unable to expand operation, due to quota
shortage,
1.9
capital and/or credit unavailable,
1.9
additional land unavailable,
0
because of health or age.
2.3
. 6 Did not like dairying.
. 3 Unable to meet sanitation standards.
Z. 3

1.3 Lack of managerial ability.
21.0 Price of milk too low.
11.7 Dissatisfied with milk laws, handlers, etc.
4.5 Help unavailable or too expensive
2: 6 Natural disaster (flood, disease, etc. )
2. 9 Long hours, hard work, low income.
4.2 Death of operator.

C

D

19.7 10.8 69.5
15.0 5.1 79.9
35.4 31.9 32.7
19.7 10.8 69.5
22.9 29.6 47.5
18.2
12.7
6.7
18.2

6.7 90.8
2. 9 5.1 92.0
2.9 4.1 93.0
46.5 24.2 29.3
25.5 18.8 55.7
2.5

11.1

4.5
4.1

6: 3 Other
4111111.41111011111.0110

100: 0

29. 4 Retired, health, age, death combined.
27.5 High costs and low price, combined.
36.6 Factors beyond control of operator, combined.
AThe figures given are the percent of ex-dairymen considering
the corresponding factor to bei
the most important factor,
a very important factor,
of some importance,
not important:

NOTE: Blank spaces in the columns should not be interpreted to
mean zero.
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IsEadna. Oath, a operator, a operators gm are combined,
297 of the total has been accounted for. An additional
267. of the men left dairying mainly because the price

received for milk was too low, or the costs of the factors
of production were too high ("cost-price squeeze").
Dpqatisfaction with °Preston',

aths gialsakag,

sityation

iRcludingingaljautio handlers, inspector, glg.
for another 127,.

accounted

Al]. other factors in the table accounted

for the remaining 31% of the ex-dairymen.
Grade A, Verity* Nop-GzAde k Dqirymen,

Since both Grade A and Non-Grade A dairymen were

included in this analysis, it is well to note

the differ-

ence in influences which affected each in his decision

to quit dairying. Only 34 non-Grade A men compared to
274 Grade A men were included.26

Each factor was compared

statistically to determine if significant differences
exist for the two classes.27
Of the 314 questionnaires used, six did not indicate
whether they were Grade A or non-Grade A.
These populations can be considered binomial, since
each factor was considered by the dairyman as
either the most important or not the most important,
and therefore may be analyzed with appropriate tools
as found in Li (2, chapter 21). The only assumption necessary here is that (according to Li) the
samples are random which is not met exactly here

since the samples Included all available persons.
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Only the two factors below were found to be signif-

icantly different at a 57. level of probability.
About 187. of non-Grade A

producers versus

only

57. of Grade A producers quit mainly because
they had found,

more profitg¢1, sigg

their resovrces.
gptired from Imam/ was the main

reason for

19% of non-Grade A and 77. of Grade A dairymen.

Thus, factors which affected Grade A producers also
affected non-Grade A producers to about the same degree,

except as noted above.
Comparing Size of Herd

Some 303 ex..dairymen in the study indicated their
normal herd size. Of these, 165 men had less than 41
cows, 82 had 41 to 64 cows inclusive, and 56 had over
64 cows. These size groups were compared with each

other to determine if their main reasons for quitting
the dairy business were different.
Only one factor was found to be significantly different among the three size groups (and that at the 10%
level of significance).

This factor was dissactsf*ction

milk maisakji situftion including, thl
atm liaa and actions of cooperatives, processors, mi
with Oregon's

inspectors. Over 207. of the dairymen with over 64 cows
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Listed this as their most important reason for quitting,
while only 97. of the medium size group and 11% of the

small size group listed it.
Thus, factors which affected dairymen with large
herd sizes also affected dairymen with smaller herd sizes
to about the same degree, except as noted above.
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VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this study have been achieved
without using elaborate mathematical or statistical
means.

However, since the samples were random and the

sample size sufficiently large, statistical comparisons
have been used when appropriate.

The evidence presented

has been descriptive and analytical in nature.
Oregon's dairymen have been shown to be facing
both external and internal problems.

On an individual

basis, little can be done about the external problems,

but much can

be done internally to increase efficiency.

inefficiency

This study has suggested several areas of
in dairy operations.

The characteristics of high-return

and low-return farms have been shown. The

effects of

herd size, breed, feeding practises, and internal replacement practises have been presented.

In comparing the Portland area

with

the Boise area,

the data show that Boise dairymen had advantages in

higher

milk production per cow, lower labor costs,

and

a higher price received for cull cows and young stock.
Portland dairymen, on the other hand, had an advantage
in higher milk price received.

These and other items

are discussed at length in the body of the thesis.

the final analysis, Boise dairymen received from the

In
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dairy enterprise $3736 per farm more net return than
Portland dairymen.

Total costs per farm were almost

identical in the two areas, but Boise dairymen received
$3760 more total receipts (see table 7).

The question was posed earlier, do dairymen in
eastern Oregon and western Idaho have a comparative
advantage

in

producing milk for western Oregon markets?

The dairymen in the sample taken in the Boise valleyMalheur county complex have been shown to have definite
advantages

in

the production of Grade A milk.

These

advantages, notably higher production per cow and lower
labor costs, are not necessarily associated with geographical location and can be altered by better management practises

in

either locality.

Some factors which

may be affected by locality are personal property taxes,
factory and marketing costs, milk hauling, bedding,

and

supplies.

dairy expenses.

These account for a minor part of total
Both areas had comparable feed prices

per unit of feed, and labor prices per unit of labor.

Thus, Boise dairymen do not have a comparative advantage
resulting from external dairying

conditions,

such as

climate, length of growing season, soil type, and
marketing conditions.

The existing advantage results

from internal management practises.
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In determining whether Boise Grade A dairymen,
based on this study, pose a "threat" to the Portland

Grade A market by shipping large quantities of milk to
that market, consider the following cost and receipt
items taken from table 7.
Portland

0 per cwt.

E.C.M0

Total costs
Less livestock sales
Less livestock inventory
change

Less manure value

Less dividends), rebates
Net expensesz8

receipts28
Net return
Net

$5.69
.34

Boise

($ per cwt.
4%

$5.34
.57

.12
.15
.08
$5.00

4.86

-.14

4.55
.44

If Boise dairymen produce milk for $4.11 per cwt.
47. E.C.M., as shown above, and received the same price
as Portland dairymen received ($4.86), their net returns
would be $.75 per cwt. 47. E.C.M. (assuming no transportation charge) by shipping milk to the Portland market.
28. Net expenses are total costs, as compiled in table
6, less certain items which may be considered credit,able to expenses (these include livestock sales,
livestock inventory change, manure credit, dividends
and rebates). With these items considered credit.

able to expenses, the only receipt attributable to
the dairy enterprise is that received from milk
produced (this includes total milk sales and milk
used and fed). This value for net receipts becomes the price per cwt. 47. E.C.M. for the two
study areas.
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If transportation costs per cwt. milk to Portland were

less than $.75, Boise producers would
return; if not,

they would

porting milk to

Portland.

suffer a

obtain a net

net loss by trans-

By serving the Boise market, the Boise

ducers obtained,
E.C.M. net

on the average, $.44 per cwt. 47,

return.

To do better by

to the Portland market would
less than

area pro-

$.31 per

require

cwt. E.C.M.

shipping their milk
transportation costs

As a result, Boise Grade

A dairymen, based on this analysis and assuming no major

conditions, will receive a
net return by producing for their own market
facing existing transportation costs to ship
changes in market

Portland

greater
rather

than

milk to the

market.

The question also arises, would it be profitable

for non-Grade

A dairymen in Malheur County, Oregon, to

make the investment to

become Grade A and ship their

milk to the Portland market?
upon the following:

meeting Grade A

The answer is dependent

(1) Their investment involved in

requirements, (2) The expected

Grade A

and non-Grade A milk price available to them, (3) The

expected transportation costs per cwt. milk to the
Portland market, and (4) Their costs of production per
cwt. milk.
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If the difference between the expected

Grade A

and non-Grade A price is less than the expected trans-

portation costs per cwt. milk, a non-Grade A dairyman
can hardly justify changing to Grade A production in
Lieu of his factory market. If the price difference is
larger than the expected transportation costs, it may
be profitable to upgrade and ship milk to Portland.

transportation costs could be
used to pay for the upgrading investment in addition
The net difference above

to offsetting some of the costs of production.
Dairying in Oregon and Idaho has

been

shown to be

profitable under certain conditions.

The production of milk and butterfat was the most

important factor in the size of net returns to the
dairy enterprise. In general, high-return farms were
characterized by high production per cow and low-return
farms were characterized by low production. However,
high production per cow does not guarantee profits in
dairying, nor does low production mean losses (one dairy"
man with 25 cows averaging 12,499 pounds of 47. E.C.M.
per cow received $1679 net loss, while another

dairyman

with 51 cows averaging only 7852 pounds of 47. E.C.M.

per cow received $4260 net return).
defining the dividing point

between

By arbitrarily
high and low produc-

tion to be 10,500 pounds of 47, E.C.M.

per cow and using
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the definitions of low and high-return farms established
previously, it is noted that four high...return

had low milk production and two
had high milk production.

producers

low-return producers

Of all the farms in the study,

9 producers in Portland and 16 producers in Boise had
production in excess of 10,500 pounds of 47. E.O.M. per

Other factors, then, must be included to establish
profitability in dairying.
out.

Of these, herd size stands

The larger the herd size, the larger the potential

net return (or net loss) to a

dairyman.

Herd size was

found to be inversely correlated with labor requirements
and fixed costs per cow.

In general, producers with

larger herd sizes receive a greater net return per unit
of input.

Yet, herd size alone will not guarantee profit-

able dairying (e.g. Three large dairies in Portland,
each with more

than

94 cows, had an average net loss of

0448 while a 36-cow dairy realized

541 net returns).

Table 13 has been constructed to show the relation
of herd size and production per cow to net returns.

holding herd size

By

constant and varying production per cow

(and vice versa) the effect of each on net returns may
be seen.

The point is made that

the dairies with the

greatest monetary return had both large herd sizes and
high milk production per cow.
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TABLE 13. RELATIONSHIP OF HERD SIZE AND
PRODUCTION PER COW TO NET RETURNS,
PORTLAND AND BOISE, 1964

0-9000 lbs.
4% ECM/cow

9001-10, 800 lb.. Over 10,800 lb..
4 fa ECM/ cow

Under 42 cows

No. farms
Total receipts
($ per cwt 4% ECM)

Total expenses
(5 per cwt 4% ECM)

Net return
($ per farm)

410 ECM/cow

7

7

6

6.02

5.50

5.74

6.90

6. 42

5. 98

-1362

-2660

-538

7

7

6

5.76

5.75

5. 23

6.43

6.35

5.08

-2361

-3007

1199

42-65 cows

No. farms
Total receipts
($ per cwt 4% ECM)
Total expenses
($ per cwt 4% ECM)

Net return
($ per farm)
Over 65 cows

No. farms
Total receipts

($ per cwt 4% ECM
Total expenses
(5 per cwt 41. ECM)
Net return
(5 per farm)

2

12

5

5.40

5.76

5. 69

6. 22

5. 37

4. 73

-6695

4458

15711
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To maximize net income, large herd sizes and high
production must be teamed with efficiency in the use of
feed, labor, and equipment, together with experienced
management providing good dairying practises.

Certain

management practises Which contribute to profitable
milk production are now considered.

Since milk and livestock sales constitute the bulk
of a dairyman's receipts, his main efforts should be
placed in this

area. Only the most reliable help

be used in milking and feeding cows.

production per cow may result.

should

Otherwise, low

Some dairymen in the

study placed their major efforts into producing feed
improving the milking herd, even though the
sale of milk was their livelihood.
Conversely, a few dairymen seemed to have mis-

rather than

directed goals in

seeking high production of milk per

cow while disregarding the costs.

Consequently, exces-

sive feeding of concentrates was noted in some cases,
resulting in increased production but not enough to

justify the added

cost.

The preceeding paragraphs indicate that a balance

is needed in the total dairy operation
costs and production per cow.

between

feed

Increased production can

be achieved through breeding and culling practises
rather than by excessive

feed.
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This ttudy has shown that the most profitable dairies
sold fewer calves at birth, purchased and sold more young
stock between birth and freshening age,

and had a greater

livestock inventory increase, than other dairies.

The

decision to sell calves at birth or to retain them as
feeders or replacement stock was expressed by the dairymen as being based on (1) the calf price at birth, (2)
the probability of death loss, (3) the facilities on
hand, (4) the expected cost of raising the calf, and
(5) the expected beef price.

Faced with these factors,

most dairymen in the study chose to sell their excess
calves at birth.

It cannot be stated from evidence in this study

that one breed of cows
tion than another.

had

consistently

higher produc-

Of the 25 Holstein, 8 Guernsey, and

U. Jersey herds of homogeneous breed in both study areas,
15 Holstein, 3

tion per cow in

Guernsey, and 2

Jersey herds had produc-

excess of 10,500 pounds of 4% E.C.M.

This shows that some herds of each breed

produced

more

per cow than some herds of either of the other two
breeds.

However, in general, dairymen with Holstein

herds were found to receive a higher cull cow
higher value per calf sold at birth.

price and
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No statement is made in the analysis of Grade A
dairies concerning the importance of Grade A quota on

a dairyman's desire to increase his herd size.

The

methods of obtaining and increasing quota in Oregon
are given in chapter IV.

Farmers can hardly justify

increasing their herd size without a corresponding in-

crease

in quota.

To increase quota, they are faced

with either a lower blend price for milk, because of
the necessity of

shipping extra surplus milk, or a

high

capital outlay for the purchase of cows with quota.

Many in

the study

were more concerned

with the threat

of losing quota than they were with seeking additional
quota.

Consequently, the thoughts of increasing herd

size for some dairymen were overshadowed by the quota
limitations.

The herd

size for an individual farm is also depen-

dent on the availability and price of labor and the
operator%

willingness to hire additional help.

Some

dairymen would rather decrease their herd size or quit

when a son

dairying rather than hire additional labor
has left
where.

home for school, military service, or work elseSome in both study areas expressed a definite

lack of well-trained,

competent

could trust their dairy

in recent years have led

persons

to whom they

operations. Rising wage

rates

many dairymen to invest in
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labor saving

equipment, thus increasing their capacity

with the same labor input.

Other management practises important in profitable dairying have been suggested throughout this

thesis and are not repeated here.
Objectives of dairymen differ.

To assume that

profit maximization is their only goal is
fallacious. Many prefer a certain breed of cows, cer-

monetary

tain feeds, a family-size operation, and a secure business.

Their decisions at any given time are affected

prices, expectations, and risks involved.
A dairyman's practises and decisions are partly determined by his age, health, family, and tradition. These
by current

factors help explain the

must be considered

when

differences among

dairies and

measuring the success of dairy-

men.

Dairymen in Oregon

whose facilities do not meet

Grade A requirements should consider the evidence
presented in chapter IV. The feasibility of upgrading
their facilities to meet Grade A standards depends on
(1) the Grade A-non-Grade A price difference, (2) the
investment required to upgrade their facilities, (3)

the availability and price of quota* (4) the nearness

of a Grade A

handler, (5) herd size and production per

cow, (6) the availability of capital, and (7) the future
outlook for

Grade A products.
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Unless

a dairyman has achieved high milk

production

(say 10,000 pounds of 47. E.C.M. per cow) and has a reascn-

herd size (at least 40 cows), he may not make a
profit even under Grade A production. Many Grade A dairy.
men in the study realized losses in 1964 for reasons discussed throughout this thesis. Non-Grade A dairymen
can hardly justify upgrading to Grade A unless they can
able

rise above the conditions causing losses for Grade A

dairymen as discussed

A dairyman

here.

profit while receiving the

who makes a

non-Grade A milk price can

be expected to make a higher

profit

under Grade A con-

ditions because of the higher price received.

For some dairymen, the entire costs of

upgrading

facilities to meet Grade A standards can be paid off
in a short time (two to five years) from the net increase in receipts.

For others, the added income will

not be sufficient to justify the investment. The situation facing each farmer must be considered individually
before recommendations may be made concerning converting
to Grade A milk production.

Concerning dairymen in Oregon who quit dairying
in recent years, about

447. reported dissatisfaction with

Oregon's milk marketing situation, together with its
milk laws and the actions of cooperatives, handlers, and
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inspectors.

The stimulus provided by this dissatisfac-

tion, together with probable inefficiencies in milk
production caused large numbers of dairymen in Oregon
to quit in recent years.
Some 377. of dairymen quit mainly because of factors

somewhat beyond their control, such as health, age,
death of the operator, or natural disaster.

For the

remaining 637., it is reasonable to assume that they

faced the same conditions causing inefficiency in dairy
operations as did the Grade A producers in Portland and
Boise, as reported in chapters 11 and III.

As

an example.,

dairymen with small herd sizes were shown in general to

make less profit than those with larger

herd sizes.

Chapter III data showed that 15 out of 20 Grade A dairies
with herd size under 41 cows realized a net loss in 1964.

had had

Of the

exdairymen studied, 54%

cows.

Undoubtedly their fixed costs and labor

less than 41

were high.

No information was obtained from the ex-dairymen concerning production per cow, dairying practises, or the size
of costs and receipts.

Therefore the

extent of their

inefficient practises causing the dissolution of their
dairies can only be estimated.

ting remain as tabulated in

Their reasons for quit-

table 12.
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APPENDIX.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HERD SIZE AND LABOR

The relationship between herd size and hours Labor
used per cow per year was estimated by the method of

least squares from the data obtained in the study 29
A regression equation of the form Y a a + bX + cX2
provides a curve to fit the date as shown in appendix
figure 1.

The constants a, b, and c show how herd size

(X) and hours labor per cow per year (Y) are related.
The equation for the Portland area was Y = 156.46 -

the Boise area Ya 142.33
- 1.1644X + .00373X;
The points off the curve in the
figure represent actual observations in the two areas
1.0686X + .00305X2 whereas for

while points on the curves were derived

from the regres-

sion equations. For any given herd size, within the
range considered in the study, the regression equations
will give the expected quantity of hours per cow per
year.
29. For method of computations, see (1, chap. 20).
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Appendix Figure 1.

Relationship between herd size and labor used,
Portland and Boise, 1964

